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S出寵窓温ry.The tclc噌� xistenccsystcm is a te1eopcrator sy量tem泌総� enablcsa human 
opcrator at theωntrols to pcrfonn remote manipulati捕ま紛ksdexterously with尚e 
fccling t邑ats/hc cxists in the sl抑� eanthropomorpbic robot in the remote章nvironment. 
Thc Mcchanical Enginecring Laboratory has started an 8-year national pr晴氏。fad-

cedrobotics to realize this tele噌� xistcncesystem. ln this paper the project goal is 
des
制V

，� move-cribed first. Next，he vi制� aldisplay systcm that mcasures the operator's head 
ment，controls the slave robot's vision system according to the movement，and displays 
the acquircd twO visual imagcs to both thc operator's ey時めroughhead-mounted CRT 
displays，who誕� imagesin turn fu舘� togive the visua¥scnsation (which is very nat祖国1)，� 
when designed組� dcon霊tru慨� d.Evaluation of thc systcm訟asbcen carricdωt by 
me蹴Jfingthc mctric of binoω Iarvisua¥space of a human operator wi泌� orwitho詰� tthc 
display device. Thc e翼手crimentrcveals that' thc metric ofぬe泌総ocularvisua¥spacc 
viewcd with t註cnaked cye偽毘�  bereservcd in tcle喧� xi事総然記祭器ystemby舘� rvoingthc 
fo儲� Ileng也容fthc display Icn総事鵠dthe組g1cof thc con判湾問ceof the two CRTs 
appropriately. 

Introduction 

Remote operation plays an important role in such hostile environments as nuclear， 
high temperature and deep space. In spite of the efforts of many researchers a 
teleoperation system that is comparable to man's direct operation has not yet 
been developed. There are three problems to be solved for the realizatIon of an 
ideal remote operation system: (1)to design an anthropomorphic sl畠.vem呈nipu-
lator with human dexterity; (2)to me孟surehuman movement thoroughly and 

stersystem); 轟m轟ofがi付時ipulator紡vem孟，establish the control scheme of a sl
(3) to present th君� hum謹nop苦ratorwith sensory information of the sl孟verobot's 
environment as n双山主l1ya器� po事sible. 

Problems (1)and (2) have been studied as teleoperator systems.1 However， 
problem (3)，the problem of remote presence. has not been studied enough. A 
むonventionalthree-dimensional display presents a very unnatural sceneωthe 
operator，entailing an awkward operation and exhaustion of the operator.ー� 

An ideal teleoperation system should be such a sy謀総m that at the remote酬� 

control site a human operator can perfor出� remotem肌� ipulationtasks dexter-刷

。uslywith the feeling that slhe exists in the siave anthropomorphic robot in the 
remote environment. We call this type of advanced robot teleoperator system 
with real-time sensation of remote presence a tele-existence事ystem.A pioneering 
study for孟� realisticthree-dimensional display w畠sconducted by Sutherland"' 
主主主� head-mountedthree-dimensional display to demonstrate the、ineticdepth 
effect'，i.e. moving perspeむtiveimages孟ppearto be stri註inglythree-dimension孟i 
even without any stereo p従事曜日tatlOn.討eused only line drawings generated by the 
computer and did not use the real scene. 
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At Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH，4 DCAN aぉdCEA，s MBA Co. 
(persona¥ communication)，University of California 泌� LosAnge¥es (J Lyman， 
perso終草� 1communication)ま� ndNava¥ Oce孟nSystems Center，6 pioneering studies 
using rea¥ scene have been proposed and some ex.periments have been conducted. 

The id君主� perse has shown promise，but much remains unso¥ved toward the 
rea1ization of an ideal tele-existence system including general de事ignprocedures， 
evaluation methods墨ndte霊tand evaluation in specific work environments. 

In this p主perthe National TeIか existenceProject is outlined for the fir霊ttime‘ 

Thenぬ� efundamental id位。� fthe tele-existence vIsual-display method量nddesign 
procedure is proposed. A method of eva¥uatIon of th君� visua¥disp¥ay is proposed 
and typica¥ results are shown. 

Tele叫� existence 

The Japanese Ministry of Intern幻� ionalTrade and Industry has just started Its 
8-year National P吋� ectdubbed J U制� TER (JUvenescent Ploneerin草花chno¥ogy 
for Robot) to research鵠� ddをvelopadvanced robot technology for d従事y霊temthat 
証voidsthe need for humans to work in potentially hazardous working environments. 

The Mech孟nica1 Engineering L轟boratoryis in charge of the fundamental r管制� 
search for the realization of the teleぜ� xistenc君主� ystem.

つrhefinal versIon of the tele-exi悦� enc君事� ystemwill consi鈴� ofintelligent mobile 
robots，their supervisory sub霊ystem，a remote-pre普encesubsystem and主宰印章。�  ry

，ultrasonic室、� which allows an operator to use robo，ugmentationsubsystem証� 

infrared and other，otherwise invisible，sensory inform奴� ionwith the computer-
graphics-gener轟を� edpseudoreali霊童� icsensation of pre霊を鈴� ce.In the remote-presence 
subsys主emrealistic visu誕1，孟� uditory，tactile，kinesthetic and vibratory displays 
must be realized. In this paper，however，only the vi宰ualdisp¥ay is discussed 墨書� 

the first step. 
Then，how can we display草� realisticscene to the operator? How can we main-

tain the relationship be主weenan object孟nda robot's upper extremities (arms and 
hands) at the remote site? 

Fiがま� re1畠� shows the 主主主� ditionalconcept of 孟� three-dimensional display. AII 
waves coming into a robot at the remo総書�  iteare recorded at ideaIly infinite point事� 

on a c10事者� d事urfaceenclosing the robot. つrheserecorded w語vesare transmitted and 
pl議yedb語ckin real time 続出ecorresponding points on a surf蓮ceenclosing an 
operator. 

The above method of wave reconstruction has the following disadvant語ges: 
(1) iをお� difficultto create an草� dequaterecording and playback system so as to 
enclose a robot or oper意tor.This results in a small display，entailing lack of realistic 
feeling; (2) when an oper草� tortries to handle an obj悦主，� s/he sees both robot 's 
upper extremities and her/his upper extremiti君主;� it is thus difficult to証voidthe 
feeling of remotene室主� (in other words，the relation between the object and upper 
extremities c証nnotbe preserved in thi事� typeof display). 

Fi炉� relb shows麓� newtype of display with robot technology. This is based 
on the principle th双� theworld we see is reconstructed byぬ� ehuman drain using 
only two r苦心情� neimages 加をhetwo retinas. Wh絞� wecan see are only two論� 

dimensional pictures on the retinas changing in real time according to the movement 
of the eyebal泌総�  dthe head. We reconstruct the world image in the brain and 
project b討主主� he 
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Figure 1 (a) Concept of wave繍� frontreconstruction display and 
(b) tele噌誕�  istencedisplay 

In轟� newtype of robotic display:ね)hu獄事�  nmovements，including head and ey宮崎� 

balls，主将�  precisely measured in real time; (b) robot sensors are con草加Jcted 
anthropomorphically in functIon and size; (c) movements of the robot sensor宰蓮� re 
controlled preciselyωfollow the human op君主晶� tor'smovement; (d) pictures taken 
by the robot sensors主将�  displayeddirectly to the human eyぉ� ina manner to induce 
the feeling of presence. 

つrhl泌総�  operatorsees the robot's upper extremities instead of her/his own at the 
position herlhお� upperextremiti凶器houldbe. The robot's滋� pperextremities皐� re 
controlled to trac主� inreal time precおe1ythe same movement and force condition 
of the oper轟tor'sand are seen through the visual display and felt by the tactile 
communication subsystem. 

Visual-display design 

Essential parameter事� forhuman perception of the monochrom以� icthree-dimensional 
space are; (1) accommodation of the crystalline Iens; (2) visual angle，i.e. retinal 

image size; (3)converg窓口� ceof two eyes or di丞parityof two retinal images. 
An ideal visual“display事ystemshould control all three parameters of display 

device in real time 50 that it would coincide with the parameters seen directly 
wIth the na主edeyes.マrheseconditions c語nbe realized，as shown in Figure 2. 

Suppose two posture-controlled TV cameras on board the robot in the remote 
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叩� nt.8robot u路説E鈴19主ぬhe"mτ羽let必ir 鈴lIcむ� The foci of tぽf山hm3宮鈴
two cameras are adjusted to the di事総� nce Xr. The two camer皐� sare control¥ed So 
that the two line事� ofsight converge a主主� he0句� ectIocation. Th君� convergenceangle 9， 
皐鈴� d官� i宰� ua¥ angles Vr (or object size lr) for both the right証� ndthe left camera are 
calcula主ed. 

ln the left“hand side of Figure 2，an ideal display method is proposed. The above 
parameters are considered in displaying the scene事� takenby remote TV cam計約

泌� follows:two CRT displays with appropriate lens霊ystemsare placed immedi停

車� telyin front of an operator's eyes. Remote scenes taken by le会議� ndright camer証� s 
are displayed on left and right CRTs which， in turn， are focu奮を� dby the lens 
system事� onthe corresponding left孟� ndright retin孟� srespectively. The vi君ualangle 
Vh at which悦� cheye sees the object on the CRT di叩� layis co附� ol1ed霊oth孟� t 
Vh盟� Vr. The loc主主� ionof a virtual image of the object picをureon the CRT is con-
をrol1edto be at the distance of Xh宮� Xr.つrheconvergence孟� ngleof the two CRT 
displays is also servoed to (Jh =(J，. 

Thus each eye of the oper絞� orsees the same image that would be seen directly 
in the remote environment. 

Among the three parameters of displ孟� y，crヲ引� allinele殺事� accommodationplays 
ぬ� ele轟� stimportant role. lf we accommod謹� teto 1m，for in沢喜� nce，� it covers the 
convergence range of 20cm to infinity. Thi事仏� ctleads to the simpler desi~n method 
as shown iFigure 3. (n theき� implerdesign the location of virtual im議事� eis set at a 鈴� 

fixed diれ謹� nce(e.g. hL批� hR 2m). However，visual angle (image size) and con-
vergence angle孟� restrictly controlled to coincide with the condition of which謹� 

direct observation can be made with n孟� kedeyes. 
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Figure 3 Simpler display method of tele-exIstence system 

Such事� conditioncan be realized e毒事� ilyby fi鈴� dingthe tr級事formqL from the 
plan章� BLto PL(A) and the tr轟滋� sformqR from the pla恐� eBR to PR(A). Then by 
realizin事� thein習者� rsetransform qL-1 and qR-l using the I幸治� ssy事temof the display， 
we caぉ� easilyget the轟� ppropriatevirtual images at the pl初� esBL and BR. 

Experiment事� 

Experimental Apparatus 

Fi肝� re4 shows the experimental-system diagram used for the evaluation of the 
design conce抑制� Onlyone degree of freedom，i.e. the operator's right and left head 
turning，is mea制� redby the goniometer in this experimental set唱� p. 

The turntable，where two MOS (metal-oxide-semiconductor) TV cameras are 
mounted，is servoed after the goniometer measurement (Figure 5). Video signals 
from the cameras are displayed on CRT displays of the binocular display device 
which can be fixed wIth respect to the operator by the special cross-hairs 
(Figure 6ト� 

The focal length of the object lens of the TV camera and that of the eye lens of 
the binocular display apparatus can be changed. 

Evaluation Experiments 

lt is found that the so-called visual事pacehas a uniquely determined鈴Oか� Euclide紛� 

metric，or psychometric distance_ function，the numerical par孟metersof which 
depend 仰を�  heindividl主義� lobserve工事� 

Thes記� parame主宰� rsof vi知事�  iザ蓮� cecan be measured，for exぉ� nple，i鈴 轟 �  dar主� room 
with the ob事erver'事� he畠� d畠� ndtherefore畠� pproximatelyalso the rotatio蹴� Icentre事
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Figure 4 Schematic diagram of the experimental system 
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Fi炉Ire5 MOS TV cameras mounted on a turntable 

of herfh持者� yes，fixed by means of a head restlO and precisely m側� suringthe individ備� 

ual parameters of the Helmholtz horopter.11 


Figure 7 shows an example of Helmholtz horopter. An observer，placed into the 
above described position，is given the task of arranging a number of light points 
(three in this case) so that they appear to lie on a horizontal straight line，symmetric 
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Figure 6 Binocular visual-display apparatus 
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Figure 7 Helmholtz horop総� rcurve謡� fordifferent tixatIons 

to the median plane. It is found that the points a官官民tconsistently on certain 
physical curves which are，in general，not straight in the physical sense. The form 
of these so-called horopter curves depends on the dist佃� ceX of the centre point. 
At a certam distance x =a the horopter is practically straight. At nearer distances， 
x <a the horopters議reconcave to the ob墨書� rverj泌が儲t(;rdist閥抗事.�  x >a. they 
are convex. These horopter ωrvesc皐nbede総� ribeda事� follows:10，12 

£osb [o(γ� +Il)) 
出� cosもO 

co事b(o(γ。÷μ)) 

where angleγIs th哲� bipolarparallax，approximating to the convergence angle， 
and angleψis the bipolar lat:itude in xヅ� spac滋，� γisthe co旬� ordinateof the inter‘ 

section point of the horopter with x axis and 0 and μare individual parameters 
of the horopter. Angleγand angleψin terms of Cartesian co・ordinates，can be 
expressed with sufficient晶� ccuracyas 

'y 
x 
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ta鈴司� p=ylx 

where p is the interpupillary distance m岱事�  uredin centimeters. 
ln the design of the re孟Iiれ� icbinocu¥ar disp¥ay of the tele-existence system， 

these individua¥ p紅蓮�  metersofめ� ebinocu¥ar visual space，i.e. f1 and p，were used. 
First，� σ間� dμofa subject opera初� runder the condition that s/he sees directly 
with n証主� edeyes were measured by the three-rod Helmholtz fronta¥-p¥ane horopter 
experiment. Figむ� re8 shows矧� examp¥eof the results. 
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Figure 8 An ex説� mp¥eof the resu¥ts for direct observation 

Next the same experiments of主hehoropter were repeated under the condition of 
indirect ob準君� rv絞� ionwith the tele-existence sy君主� emfor sever孟� 1values of object ¥ens 
絹� deye lens focal ¥engths. Figure 9 shows an example of the experiments ob-
served through teleで� xistencesystem. These experiments reveal that the optimal 
foca¥lengths are functions of th霊� dist納� cebetween the object and the TV camer滋.�  

Figure 10 shows草� nex草� mpleof the results for主hedis主anceof 2m. In thi事� ex-
amp¥e， the condition偽証� tobject lens foca¥ ¥ength 0 13mmand eye ¥ens focal 惜� 

¥ength e出� 50mmgives the best result in a sense that the p誕� ran.etersare almo沢� 

the s草� me. 
This supports our design concepを� thatthe be事� tdi霊� playcan be obtained by 

servoing not only the convergence but also the image size by contro¥ling the foca¥ 
length of the eye 1吃� ns.A new test hardware with the ability to exercise such control 
is now being designed and experiments made on trial. 

Conclusions 

(1 )τhe concept of tele-existence，advanced type of teleoperator with real-time 
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Figure 9 Indirect observぶ� ibn

事ensationof presence by using robot technology，was proposed and 

evaluated. 


(2) A design method of binocular display with sensation of presence was 
proposed‘ 

(3) A binocular monochromatic display system with one degree of freedom 
。fmovement was made on trial according to the design procedure of (2). 

(4) A psychophy草� ic畠� 1experimental method using the measure of visual space 
給� evaluatethe correspondence between directly observed visual草� paceand 
visual space observed indirectly through the tele-existence .system was 
proposed. 

(5) Evaluation e其� perimentswere conducted by using the horopter measurement 
method as proposed in (4). 

(6)τhe results showed畠喜� oodcorrespondence between direct vi料品�  Ispace and 
indirect visual space through telかは�  istencesystem，if the display ∞� nditions 
are品� ppropnate. 

(7) Further experiments are being planned with a new experimental system 
with binocular colour display with six degrees of freedom of movement. 
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Figure 10 Horopter curves 
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